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Abstract

In this paper, we present work in progress which aims at detecting hardware Trojans inserted during the field programmable gate array (FPGA) design phase. Therefore, we analyze the FPGA design flow for vulnerabilities and show
how to attack a design undetectable for any participant in the design flow. We are doing this by manipulating the device library, which is consulted during the synthesis process. We formally model our attack using logic cones and
propose logic-cone-based equivalence checking (EC) throughout the design process for problem mitigation. With the help of a simple yet effective example kill switch we show that the problem poses a realistic threat to digital
systems.

Problem Description

FPGA and CPLD Design

FPGA and CPLD design is less expensive

Tools for FPGA and CPLD design often available free of charge

EC tools not available free of charge, high license fees

Attack Vector: Device Library

Device libraries are used to map logic equations to gate
representations

Mapping is done using a lookahead LR (LALR) parser using
compiled parser tables (we call them device libraries)

Tables can be modified in order to change the parser’s grammar

Modification to insert hidden functionality
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Figure 1: FPGA Design Flow. Compromised documents are marked with a
starburst.

Attack Scenario

Trustworthy designer

Attacker from outside

Device library is replaced by compromised version

Example: Additional (dominant) inputs for logic primitives
(fig. 2c)

If 100% of logic primitives compromised: Kill switch [1]

Example Attack: Kill Switch
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(c) Malicious gate chain

Figure 2: Attack Scenario. The dominating input values of different logic
primitives when IT is TRUE are shown in fig. 2c, along with resulting output
values.
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Attack Model

The fan-out cones coO,T (x), x ∈ ME ,T of malicious gates
influence the operation of the system

A primary output o ∈ MO that is compromised contains at least
one malicious gate g ∈ ME ,T in its fan-in cone coI (o), therefore if
g ∈ coI (o)→ o ∈ MO,T where MO,T ⊆ MO

A latch l ∈ ML that is compromised contains at least one malicious
gate g ∈ ME ,T in its fan-in cone coI (l), therefore if
l ∈ coI (l)→ l ∈ ML,T where ML,T ⊆ ML

Trojan Cones

CoT (M) = {cT |∃x(x ∈ MO ∪ML ∧ cT = co(x))∧
∃y(y ∈ ME ,T ∧ y ∈ co(x))}. (1)

Number of Trojan Cones

|CoT (M)| = |ML,T | + |MO,T | = mT . (2)

Degree of Infection

dT =
mT

mc
=
|ML,T | + |MO,T |
|ML| + |MO |

. (3)

Countermeasures

Equivalence checking (EC) throughout the FPGA and complex
programmable logic device (CPLD) design flow

Securing the design house’s IT infrastructure to avoid illegitimate
access

Outlook

Recreate format of parse tables and extend the parser’s grammar

Investigate attack vectors at lower levels of abstraction to find more
stealthy attacks

Investigate physical kill switches to be injected during place and
route
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